Introduction
Recently, Internet-oriented streaming applications have become increasingly popular. However, how to provide true on-demand streaming services with VCR functionality is still a challenging task. The true video on-demand services are distinct from the traditional real-time media streaming services in the following aspects: 1) asynchrony -a user may issue streaming requests at different time; 2) nonsequentiality -a streaming request may start from any part (or offset) of a stream; 3) VCR support -a user may make different kinds of VCR operations during a session. Further-more, the behaviors of different users are unpredictable.
To address the above challenges, earlier solutions adopt IP multicast as the basic streaming sharing mechanism to serve multiple requests synchronously [3, 6, 9] . However, due to the limited deployment of IP multicast as well as other technical reasons, these solutions were not widely adopted over the Internet. Recently, Application Layer Multicast (ALM) has increasingly attracted enormous attention in the research community. ALM makes no special assumptions about the underlying network infrastructure and shifts the multicast functionality from the network layer to the application layer. The topology of ALM is an overlay network constructed by participating nodes. Since each node can contribute its available resources to the system, theoretically the service capacity increases as the number of nodes increases.
In this paper, we propose CoopStream, a novel streaming scheme for providing continuous streaming services with VCR functionality in the context of ALM. Our basic observation is that streaming services usually have long durations and the user requests for such services are asynchronous in nature. We can potentially provide scalable services in terms of the server bandwidth consumed by using the caching capability of end hosts and capturing the temporal correlations of asynchronous requests. We explored this possibility and addressed several associated problems by making the following contributions:
• We present a dual-channel cache management mechanism at the client side to dynamically adjust cache contents and support VCR actions locally. For a particular client, our mechanism ensures that the amount of played media objects and that of unplayed (i.e., prefetched) are balanced in local cache by using two techniques. First, once both parts become imbalanced, the cache management will temporally suspend the prefetching stream or open a second channel to compensate for the imbalance. Second, the start offset of a prefetching stream is specified as an interval rather than an exact value. Thus the likelihood to find the requested objects from some existing end hosts is increased.
• We exploit for the first time the temporal correlations among asynchronous streams to allow the server to redirect streaming requests to the end hosts where the requested objects are cached. Each stream request is identified by an initial offset and a request time. These two parameters are used to define the temporal relationship among stream requests. When serving a particular request, the server first checks if the requested stream can be served by another end host. Such a streaming schedule algorithm shifts the streaming service responsibility from the server to the client side, effectively reducing the server bandwidth consumption.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore the use of ALM to provide true on-demand streaming services with VCR functionality. Our experimental results show that CoopStream is capable of providing scalable streaming services in term of the server bandwidth consumed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 gives an overview of CoopStream. Section 4 describes the details of our cache management mechanism. Section 5 presents our streaming schedule algorithm. Section 6 analyzes the performance results. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.
Related Work
There has been a lot of work on providing continuous on-demand streaming services using IP multicast. To account for the synchronous nature of IP multicast and avoid missing a certain portion of a video requested, batching [3] tries to aggregate asynchronous requests into one multicast session at the cost of incurring a start-up delay while patching [6] allows nodes to join an ongoing multicast session by means of patching the missed portion via a unicast channel to the server. With merging [9] , a node continuously attempts to catch up with the nearest predecessor streaming until it eventually merges into a largest multicast session. There has been relatively little work on supporting VCR operations using IP multicast. ABM [4] is one such a client-side buffer management scheme. In this scheme, stream segments are staggered and periodically broadcasted in different channels. Their cache management needs to receive data from these channels simultaneously. A client is required to maintain three concurrent connections in a single streaming session. In contrast, each client in CoopStream uses at most two concurrent channels, one of which is only temporarily opened to prefetch future frames.
In the case of overlay networks, although some solutions using IP multicast have been extended to work over overlay networks [5, 8] , we are not aware of any previous work on providing VCR functionality. Some other efforts using peer-to-peer network techniques can be found in [2, 8] .
However, all these solutions ignore the VCR functionality, which is one of the most useful features in real-world streaming applications.
Overview of CoopStream

VCR Operations
Generally, a VCR operation could be described by a pair (Δt, Δl), where Δt is the duration of the operation, and Δl is the moving length. Assuming that the playback rate of a streaming is a Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR) r, we give the formal definition of VCR actions as follows: 
An Overview
CoopStream is an overlay networks-based on-demand streaming service scheme. The streaming server acts as the seed of stream files and accepts streaming requests. Each node devotes a fix-sized storage space capable of buffering W units of normal playback time to cache the most recent received stream objects. The server maintains an information table (see Table 1 ) to monitor the streaming status of each node. CoopStream mainly consists of two components, the cache management mechanism and the streaming schedule algorithm. The former is responsible for adjusting cache contents while the latter takes care of scheduling appropriate streaming for requests. We outline the routine of CoopStream as follows. Under NP status, each node simultaneously keeps a certain length of played frames and unplayed frames in its cache. The cache buffers stream objects in a round-robin manner. When a VCR action is issued, the node first tries to serve the request with local cache. If this fails, it sends a VCR request to the server. Once returning to the normal play status, the cache management adjusts its content, with the intent to support later VCR operations. Upon receiving a streaming request, the server first searches for the nodes containing the requested object. If no node is found, the server opens a new streaming channel. Otherwise, it sends the search result to the requestor. The requestor in turn selects a node to act as its "streaming server". When a node wants to leave the system, it must first informs its children to seek for a new parent. In CoopStream, an abrupt failure could be detected by the suddenly increased packet loss ratio. During the repairing period, its children can continue their services by consuming the pre-cached objects.
In nature, all participating nodes in CoopStream are organized into one ore more groups. Besides receiving media objects from the parent, each non-leaf node also forwards the cached objects to its children. In this sense, Coopstream is a variation of ALM. However, unlike previous ALM schemes, the streams delivered over different links within a tree are asynchronous, i.e., a non-leaf node simultaneously forwards different media objects to different children. Fig. 2 illustrates a typical scenario of CoopStream. 
Cache Management
Cache Structure
Each node in CoopStream contains at least a play pointer (ply ptr) pointing to the current playback position and a prefetch pointer (pref ptr) pointing to the latest caching position. We call the media objects that have already been displayed past frames and those that have been prefetched into the cache but not yet played future frames. In addition, a non-leaf node may have one or more forward pointers (fwd ptr) which are responsible for forwarding stream objects to its children (see Fig. 3(b) ). For simplicity, we first define some variables related to the cache of client x at time t as follows.
Let pr x (t) denote the position of prefetch pointer, pl x (t) the position of play pointer, lpf x (t) the length of past frames, and lf f x (t) the length of future frames. opr x (t) and opl x (t) correspond to the stream offsets of pr x (t) and pl x (t), respectively. Let Δ x (t) represent the relative distance between pr x (t) and pl x (t), odf f x (t) the stream distance between opr x (t) and the nearest forward pointer falling into the future frame area, odpf x (t) the streaming distance between opr x (t) and the nearest forward pointer within the past frame area. Obviously, Δ x (t) = |pl x (t) − pr x (t)|. If there is no forward pointer within corresponding area, then odpd x (t) = ∞ and/or odf f x (t) = ∞. If the cache is saturated and pr x (t) < pl x (t), then
If no VCR action is issued, both lpf x (t) and lf f x (t) will remain unchanged throughout the entire streaming session. However, once a VCR action is performed, these two variables as well as Δ x (t) will be changed. In practice, it is difficult to keep the play pointer right in the middle of the cache contents. CoopStream defines a relaxed interval to constrain the offset of play pointer. Obviously, this interval is more rigidly restricted with a smaller α.
Implementation of VCR Functionality
The VCR implementation relies fundamentally on the simultaneous availability of the past and future segments within the cache. We present a dual-channel based cache management mechanism to selectively prefetch segments according to the observation of current cache contents. Fig.  3 demonstrates the cache status transformation over different VCR operations. Note that the dotted pointer in this figure depicts the final position after a VCR action and the translucence shadow interval represents the moving length during a VCR operation. Throughout this subsection, we assume x is the client issuing a VCR action at time t 0 , p is the parent node of x before the VCR action, and t 1 is the finish time of the VCR operation.
Normal Play. Upon receiving an NP request, the server schedules two streams, named as instant stream and prefetch stream, respectively. The start offset of the instant stream equals to o x . The start offset of the prefetch stream opr x (t 0 ) is decided by the streaming schedule algorithm according to (3) (see Sect. 5). Initially, the instant pointer (inst ptr) points to the beginning of the cache, while the prefetch pointer is at the position opr x (t 0 ) − o x . To avoid service delay, the node starts to play as soon as it receives the first frame of the instant stream. Meanwhile, the node registers its stream information to the status information table. Once having reached to position opr x (t 0 ) − o x , the instant streaming closes, but the prefetch stream continues (see Fig. 3(b) ). Under NP status, the play pointer moves forward at the same speed as the prefetch pointer. Hence, Δ x (t) remains unchanged.
Pause Operation. When a pause action is issued, the play pointer stops. For a leaf node, it only notifies its parent node to suspend the stream forwarding. However, for a nonleaf node, it has to keep on receiving media objects from its parent until the prefetch pointer meets the play pointer. In this case, a child must request for a new parent when its forward pointer reaches the prefetch pointer. When returning to the NP status, the cache management checks the current cache status. If (3) still holds, the streaming connection will be resumed provided that its parent contains the required object. At the same time, it updates the corresponding record in the status information table with a trituple (tx − W/2, opr x (t 1 ) − W/2, opr x (t 1 )). Otherwise, the cache management will adjust the cache contents by delaying the prefetch stream for a moment. Let χ denote the delayed time. If δ x (t 1 ) > 0, then this connection must be kept available after the delay. Thus, χ is computed as follows:
If δ x (t 1 ) < 0, node x has to find a new parent. The server searches for the nodes that may provide a stream with the offset opr x (t 1 ) within odpf x (t 1 ). The actual start time is optimized by the node with the objective of minimizing |Δ x (t) − W/2|. The node updates its stream information on the server with the tri-tuple
Jump Forward. When a jump forward action is issued, the cache management first seeks for the new playback offset within the local cache. If this fails, it notifies its children to switch to a new parent. Following that, this node unregisters its previous stream information and requests for a new NP stream starting with the final offset of the jump forward action; Otherwise, the play pointer directly moves to the destination and continues the playback. If (3) becomes false after this operation, then the ratio of future frames decreases (Fig. 3(d) ). The cache management creates a new prefetch channel i to selectively download some future frames. The start offset of the prefetch stream opr i (t 1 ) should fall into the interval:[opr x (t 1 ), min(opr
The initial ppr i (t 1 ) of the new prefetch pointer equals to ppr x (t 1 ) + opr i (t 1 ) − opr x (t 1 ). The old prefetch stream channel closes when it reaches ppr i (t 1 ). At that time, the node renews its stream information on the server with the tri-tuple (t 1 − W/2, opr x (t 1 ) − W/2, opr x (t 1 )).
Jump Backward. In response to this event, the cache management first locates the new playback offset from local cache. If this fails, it notifies its children to send stream re-quests to the server with their current prefetch offset. Then the node rejoins the system with the final offset requested by the jump backward action. If it succeeds, the play pointer turns back to the destination directly. A jump backward operation may violate (3) by increasing the relative ratio of future frames (Fig. 3(e) ). If so, the cache management must adjust the cache ratio by temporarily suspending the prefetch channel. The suspending time is decided according to (4) .
Fast Forward. When a fast forward action is issued, the play pointer moves forward at the rate of βr(β > 1). Once the play pointer catches up with the prefetch pointer, the node requests a fast forwarding stream from the server. Meanwhile, the cache management notifies all its children to find a new parent before the corresponding forward pointers are overwritten by the play pointer. In this case, the node will rejoin the system as a new node when returning to the NP status. If the node resumes the NP status before its cache contents are consumed up, all the forward pointers keep unchanged. The cache management employs the same routine as a jump forward action to check and adjust the cache contents.
Slow Forward. The ratio of future frames gradually increases with a slow forward action. Once the prefetch pointer catches up with the play pointer, the prefetch stream will be suspended. During this period, its children have to find a new parent when the corresponding forward pointers reach the prefetch position. Later, if the play pointer meets the prefetch pointer again after a round, the node will request for a new stream with the offset opr x (t) from the server. There are two different cases that may cause (3) to become invalid after returning to the normal play status. If future frames are dominant in the cache, the cache management performs a similar cache adjustment routine as a jump backward action to regulate the position of the play pointer. Otherwise, it runs the same routine as a jump forward to balance the cache contents.
Play Backward/Fast Backward. The past frames are consumed at the rate of (|β| + 1)r with a backward action. In response to this action, This node suspends the prefetch stream temporarily. Its children will request for a new parent when their forward pointers reach the prefetch pointer. Once the play pointer moves to the prefetch point, the server schedules a new PB/FB stream. If the VCR action ends before the play pointer reaches the prefetch position, the cache management employs the same algorithm as a pause operation to resume the prefetch stream. Otherwise, this node rejoins the system as a new node.
Slow Backward. Initially, the cache management takes no measure upon receiving a slow backward action. If this operation finishes before the player pointer and the prefetch pointer meet together, the cache management utilizes the same routine as a jump backward operation to modify the cache contents. Otherwise, the cache management requests for a slow backward stream from the sever and recovers its own streaming service. Besides, it takes the same approach as the play backward/fast backward action to maintain the streaming services of its children.
Streaming Schedule Algorithm
Temporal Relationship Analysis
We introduce the concept of virtual start time vt x of a stream S x to depict the absolute start time of a streaming and compare the current playback offset of asynchronous streams:
where L is the time length of a media file. In the time − of f set (see Fig. 1 ) based coordinate system, the virtual start time of a forward stream is the intersection point of its extension and x-axis. The virtual start time of a backward stream is the intersection point of its extension and the Lheight horizontal line. For instance, in Fig. 1 the virtual start time of stream S a and S g are vt a and vt g , respectively.
With the above definition, we define the temporal relationship among homogeneous VCR streams (i.e., the same VCR type) as follows. Suppose node x and node y send two homogeneous streams S x and S y for the same media file, respectively. If vt x < vt y , we call S x the predecessor of S y and S y the successor of S x (denoted as S x ≺ S y ). Note that the start time of a predecessor may be later than that of the streaming itself. For example, we can see from Fig. 1 that S a and S g satisfy with S g ≺ S a , but obviously t g > t a .
Since the received objects are buffered into local cache for a certain time, it is possible to serve new streaming requests through utilizing these cached media objects. Fig. 4 also shows an instance of sharing cache contents among two backward streams S c and S d (S c ≺ S d ). We may observe that, if the offset of a request falls within the current cache window of it predecessors, then the request could be served by these predecessors as long as they have enough outbound bandwidth. This is the key for our temporal relationship based streaming schedule algorithm. CoopStream should provide two kinds of streaming schedule algorithms, namely instant streaming schedule algorithm and delayed streaming schedule algorithm, respectively. 
Instant Streaming Schedule Algorithm
Upon receiving an instant streaming service request, the server must schedule a stream immediately. The Instant Streaming Schedule Algorithm (ISSA) looks for the predecessors containing the required object. If this is successful, it returns the search result to the requestor. Otherwise, it initiates a new streaming from itself. Suppose node x sends an instant streaming request R at time t 0 . Let P denote the predecessor set of x, and N the eligible candidate set. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code of ISSA. Algorithm 1: the instant streaming schedule algorithm 1: begin 2: while (P = null) do 3: select a member p from P and let P = P − p; 4: if R is a backward stream then 5: exchange Algorithm 1 is useful for answering a streaming request with a predetermined offset. However, it doesn't address the cases where the start offset of a prefetch stream is an interval [a, b] subject to (3) . In fact, this problem is transformed to one of determining whether there exists an intersection between the cache window of a predecessor and the offset interval. The essence of ISSA is to judge whether the requested stream offset falls into the cache of a predecessor. Therefore, it could be addressed by replacing the judging condition of algorithm 1 (Line 11, 14, 17, 24, 27 and 30, correspondingly).
Delayed Streaming Schedule Algorithm
A delayed request is made up of the start offset and the maximal allowable delayed time χ. There are two kinds of nodes that may potentially answer a delayed request: (1) the nodes that already hold the requested object and (2) the nodes that will cache the requested media object within χ. The Delayed Streaming Schedule Algorithm (DSSA) should search for all these nodes. If no node is returned, it opens a new streaming connection from the server. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of the DSSA. Algorithm 2: the Delayed streaming schedule algorithm 1: begin 2: while (P = null) do 3: select a member p from P and let P = P − p; 4: Δo = p.op − p.oi; 5: Δt = R.statime − p.statime; Obviously, we can use ISSA (lines 2-30) to search for the node currently containing the requested objects(line 6 in DSSA). Lines 10-29 present the algorithm of looking for the second kind of nodes. Lines 12-21 deal with the situation where there is a gap between the past frame and the future frame. Lines 22-28 capture the case where the cache is consecutive.
Simulation Results
We evaluate the performance of CoopStream using JSim [www.j-sim.org]. In our experimental environment, 70% of end hosts have the bandwidth capability of 10M bps, the remained nodes are with 100M bps. The network bandwidth of the streaming server is 100M bps. We assume the video length L to be 100 minutes, the normal playback rate r to be 1M bps. The start offset of a new request is uniformly distributed within (0, L). Let |β| = 2 for the fast play and |β| = 0.5 for the slow play. The arrival of requests is a Poisson process with an inter-arrival time of λ. We define the default probabilities of each VCR action in Table  2 . Fig. 5(a) shows the server load with different cache sizes. We can see that the bandwidth consumption initially increases over λ until it reaches to a peak value. Later, it gradually decreases and finally converges. The reason is as follows. A small arrival rate means that the interval between two requests is large while the system size is small. The chance of getting the required segment from end hosts is small. However, when λ increases, more nodes join the system within a shorter time. As a result, the streaming file is gradually divided and cached into different nodes by these asynchronous requests. Hence, the possibility of serving streaming requests via end hosts improves. When λ reaches a threshold, the service activity of the system is balanced. Thus, the server load is converged. From fig. 5(a) we can also see that the larger the cache size, the smaller the threshold will be. Fig. 5(b) compares the performance of CoopStream with non-delay scheduling. We set χ = 0 in DSSA to simulate the non-delay scheduling where the server only searches for the nodes currently holding the requested object. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , CoopStream is superior to the non-delay scheduling algorithm. The result confirms that the DSSA further improves the system performance through predicting the cache content availability using the temporal relationship model. We also depict the theoretical result of direct streaming where all the requests are served by the server directly (generated with λL/60). We may observe that, when λ is very small, the server load of CoopStream is a little larger than that of direct streaming. CoopStream usually needs to adjust cache contents with a second channel after a VCR action. Therefore, the server has to initiate a second one from itself when λ is small. Fig. 6 demonstrates the performance of CoopStream under different VCR action patterns. In this experiment, when the probability of NP action (NP) decreases, the reduced value is proportionally added to the other VCR actions, and vice versa. Fig. 6(a) gives the experimental results for the Fig. 6(b) illustrates its impact on the server load. These two figures indicate that, when the probability of non-NP VCR actions increases, the cache satisfaction ratio decreases slightly while the server load augments lightly. This means that the negative impact of VCR action patterns is small. Fig. 6 further confirms that the cache size is the main factor affecting the performance of CoopStream. We also investigate the server performance variations over different abnormal leaving probabilities p. Fig. 7 shows that the abnormal leaving has little impact. The reason is twofold. First, the node can detect this abnormal event through the observation of a suddenly heavy packet loss. Besides, the node can continue its streaming service by consuming the future frames in the cache. Second, the server in turn can try to find an eligible node from participating nodes by performing the DSSA algorithm, rather than opening a new streaming channel immediately. Thus, CoopStream is robust as well as scalable.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an overlay networks based scheme, CoopStream, for the true on-demand streaming service with VCR functionality. Our solution is centered around a dual-channel based cache management mechanism, and a temporal correlation based streaming schedule algorithm. To maximally reduce the bandwidth consumption on server, the dual-channel based cache management actively monitors and adjusts the cache contents based on the observation of current cache status, so as to satisfy VCR actions with the cache as possible, and the temporal relationship based streaming schedule algorithm tries to redirect the stream request to an end host prior to opening a new streaming from the server. Our study shows that CoopStream performs well in term of scalability and efficiency. It can support all kinds of VCR operations as studied in this paper without delay.
